
kartell
        loves
    the

planet



Our passion for excellence, which has guided Kartell’s 
every move from the onset, has led us to focus on 
environmental responsibility and pay attention to 
good practices in terms of sustainability.
Every day, we are directly and totally committed to 
laying the paving stones to build our business, making 
the history of our products, which are devised and 
designed to offer our customers a piece of great 
design.
A Kartell product is a timeless product, which is 
produced while respecting the environment and 
which is destined - on completion of its function - to 
occupy museum spaces and join collectors’ assets.

Our vocation is to create value, and not just objects, 
but pieces that can contribute towards building a 
cultural project, not objects that risk being abandoned 
when no longer used, but instead become memorable 
pieces.
All the raw materials we use are recyclable and 
may be given a new lease on life thanks to material 
machining processes for industrial-use products.
Technological research and development, today 
just like seventy years ago, enable us to continue to 
find materials that can be regenerated and which 
have no negative impact on the environment.



Our commitment to implementing and continuing 
to improve the environmental management system 
is guaranteed by compliance with international 
certification protocols.
Our products are health-friendly, certified 
GREENGUARD, guaranteeing low emission levels and 
therefore safeguarding the quality of indoor air.
A large number of studies have demonstrated that a 
high concentration of pollution can be found in closed 
environments and is released by finishing materials. 
Every Kartell product has obtained certification to 
guarantee the low emission of pollutants, classifying 
them among products that are good for you.

All the packaging materials used for Kartell products 
are 100% recyclable.
The entire production process supply chain involves 
our commitment to safeguarding the environment 
and observing sustainability protocols. Starting with 
our product packaging, using sustainable practices in 
every phase of production, and also involving the in-
house company management.

Kartell loves the planet is the industrial manifesto 
with which Kartell intends to emphasise its commitment 
to sustainability and environmental friendliness.
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TATÌ  2009
Design Ferruccio Laviani

FRAME
PMMA and metallic ABS

DIFFUSER
PMMA and fabric  

03
White

PP
Pleated

IP 20 FC5
22W

T5 socket

2700°K

9150/B9150/U9150  
  

9160/B9160/U9160  
  

m3

kg
cm.

9150/B/U 1 7.16 0.062 53X53X22

9160/B/U 1 7.26 0.062 53X53X22

9150 - B9150

9160 - B9160

220-240
120

U9150

U9160


